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On the Minimal Redundancy of Binary 
Error-Correcting Codes* 
V. I. LEVENSHTEIN 
Communicated by E. R. Berlekamp 
This paper obtains new lower bounds for the redundancy of both arbitrary 
and constant-weight binary codes with a fixed error-correcting capability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B n be the n-dimensional vector space over the field of two elements, 
0 and 1, with the Hamming metric d(Vi ,  V~), which equals the number of 
unequal coordinates of the vectors V i and V~, and let ~ be any subset of B n. 
A set {V~, i = 1,..., m} _C ~3 will be called a d-code in ~3 if d(Vi ,  Vj) >/d  
for i @ j .  When a d-code in ~ consists ofm elements, we will call n -1 log J ~3 I/rn 
the redundancy of that code. 1 In the case of systematic (in particular, of linear) 
codes in B ~, redundancy is the ratio of the number of parity checks to n. 
The maximal cardinality (number of elements) of a d-code in B ~ will be 
denoted by re(n, d), and the maximal cardinality of a d-code in Bw ~, where 
Bw ~ is the set of all vectors in B n in which the number of coordinates equal to 1 
(the weight) is w, will be denoted by m(n, d, w). Codes in Bw ~ are also called 
constant-weight codes. While investigating re(n, d) we will assume that 
d = 2n (because of the well-known relation m(n, 2n -- 1) = m(n + 1, 2n)) 
and that 4u ~ n (a method of constructing maximal d-codes when 2d ~ n 
is described in Levenshtein, 1961). It is known (Bassalygo, 1965) that 
m(n, 2u) ~< 2nm(n, 2u, w)/C,~  (1) 
* The original paper appeared in Problemy Peredachi Informatsii 10, 2 (1974), 26-42. 
Translation by A. M. Odlyzko, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974. 
1 The following notation is used in this paper: { A [ denotes the number of elements 
of the set A: log, the binary logarithm; In, the natural ogarithm; /~, the gamma 
function ; [~], the integer part of ~:; ]~:[ the smallest integer greater than or equal to ~. 
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(which follows, in fact, from Corollary 1 to Lemma 3 of this paper), which 
enables us to obtain upper bounds for re(n, 2u) from upper bounds for 
re(n, 2u, w). Johnson (1962) obtained the estimate 
un 
m(n, 2u, w)~ [un-  w(n -  w)] '  (2) 
valid when the denominator inside the greatest integer sign is positive, and 
also the relation 
m(n, 2u, w) ~ [~m(n-  1, 2u, w - 1)]. (3) 
If we denote by w* the minimal root of w(n -- w) -- un = 0, then it is 
clear that w* = n(1 --  (1 --  4u/n)*/2)/2 and that (2) is valid for all w < w*. 
As was noticed in (Bassalygo, 1965), (1) and (2) imply the estimate 
m(n, 2u) ~ u2'~/C,~ ~, where I = In(1 -- (1 -- 4(u -- 1)/n):/2)/2], (4) 
which is named after Elias, who obtained a similar estimate in 1960 in an 
unpublished work (Berlekamp, 1968). 
To improve (4) it is natural to attempt utilizing a better bound for 
re(n, 2u, w) with w* ~ w ~ n/2 than follows from (2) after repeated applica- 
tion of (3). Such an attempt was made by this author in Levenshtein (1971), 
where for any integers r and j  such that r ~ j (mod 2), 0 ~ r -- j ~ 2(n -- w) 
and 0 ~ r + j ~ 2w, it was shown that 
re(n, 2u, w) <~ C~+'/~C(~-,/~ (r - j )~ (r +j)'~ (5) 
w ,-w 4(w- - j )  ~ 4(n - -w+j )  +u-  
is valid whenever the denominator inside the greatest integer sign is positive. 
When r = j = w, this bound equals (2). It was also proved that 
C~ -j 
re(n, 2u, w) ~ C~+~)/2C(~_j~/2 re(n, 2u, r). 
w q2-w 
(6) 
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In order to study asymptotic properties it is convenient o introduce the 
function 
I(p) = inf lira 1 log 2~ 
n re(n, 2u~) ' 
where the lower bound is taken over all sequences un such that u~/n--~ p 
(0 ~ p <~ 1/4) for n --+ ~.  The function l(p) describes the minimal redun- 
dancy of binary codes which correct p • n errors. I(p) is known to be bounded 
from below by the Elias bound [follows from (4)] and from above by the 
Gilbert bound (Gilbert, 1952) 
/~(p*) ~< ±(p) ~< ~7(2p), (7) 
wherep* -~ (1 - -  (1 --  4fl)t/~)/2 and H(p) = --p logp --  (1 - -p )  log(1 - -p )  
is Shannon's entropy. Let us also introduce the function 
I(p, p) = inf lira 1 log C~" 
~---~ n re(n, 2un , w~) ' 
where the lower bound is taken over all sequences un and w~ such that 
u~/n --~ p (0 ~ p ~ 1/4), w,/n ~ p (0 ~ p ~ 1/2) for n --~ ~.  The function 
I(p, p) describes the minimal redundancy of binary constant-weight codes, 
consisting of vectors with p • n l 's  and correcting p • n errors. 
It  is important o note that by (1), I(p) >/I(p, p) for any p. This to a 
significant extent explains our selection of I(p) and I(p, p) for consideration, 
rather than of the corresponding rates of transmission R(p) = 1 -- I(p) and 
R(p, p )= H(p) -  I(p, p). It  follows from (2) that l(p, p)~-H(p) for 
0 ~ p ~p* .  Therefore here and in what follows we will assume that 
p* ~ p ~ 1/2. In Levenshtein (1971) it was shown that 
H(p*) ~ I(p, p) ~ pH(p/p) + (1 -- p) H(p/(1 - -  P)) (8) 
and that I(p, p) is a nondecreasing function of p. These results were based on 
asymptotic analysis of (5) and (6) for an optimal choice of r and j. With this 
method, the bounds (5) and (6) did not lead to an improvement of the Elias 
bound (7). Nevertheless, the improvement of (7) which is presented below was 
obtained by means of a similar upper bound for re(n, 2u, w) and a corre- 
sponding recurrence relation. 
The first real progress in improving the Elias bound is connected with the 
work V. M. Sidelnikov. V. M. Sidelnikov (1971), while investigating auto- 
correlation properties of vectors over finite fields, introduced for any set 
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~IR = {Xi----(x~l ,..., x,~), i = 1,..., m} of vectors of the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space E n the sum 
y~ (x , ,  x~)'~ = ~,,~ , (9) 
i , j  i=l 5=I 
where h is a natural number. The sum (9) will be called the h-sum of the set 9Jl. 
In  the same paper Sidelnikov established that the h-sum of any set is non- 
negative. He also proved that for any set 93l = {Xi, i = 1,..., m} of vectors 
E ~ - -~  = 1} which belong to the unit sphere S~ = {X = (xl ,..., x~): X a ,224=1 xi~ 
and have coordinates in-~/2, and for any s = 0, 1, 2 ..... we have 
~ ('¥i XY  s > m22-~  Cn¢( 1 --  2 i )  2s 
' /~ ] " 
i , j  i=O 
00)  
Utilizing (10) one can already improve the lower bound of (7) for p close to 
1/4, but this was not observed immediately. In a recent paper Sidelnikov (1973) 
showed, while studying the problem of estimating the maximal number 
N(n, D) of vectors in S~ at Euclidean distances >/D from each other, that 
for any set {X~, i = 1 .... , m} C S~, and any s = 0, 1, 2 .... one has 
~(X i  X-~* >/m 2/~(n/'2) F(s + ½) (11) 
' '" v ( , , /2  + ,) v(½) " 
This estimate already enabled him, with the help of 
m(n, g, w) ~ N(n, (dn/(w(n -- w)))t/z) (12) 
and (1) to improve the Elias bound (7) for all p (0 < p < 1/4) and, in fact, 
to prove that 
I(p) >/H(p*) 
(x P log 1 + (1 - 4p)1/2 x)  + o~<x~<min(1-4~o,½lmax. (1 - -  41)) a/2 1 -- (1 --  4p) t/'~ + 4xz log ] 
(13) 
This paper presents a method of improving the lower bounds (8), (7), and 
(13) which is based on a transformation of binary constant-weight codes into 
the Euclidean unit sphere S~ under which the Euclidean distances between 
the images of binary vectors are maximized. This transformation allows us, 
on one hand, to use a more precise [in comparison with (11)] lower bound 
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for h-sums, which uses the fact that the images of the vectors are permutations 
of each other, and so allows us to show that for any s = 1, 2,... 
m(n, 2u, w) 
~ tn  2~-1 (1 un - , 
provided the denominator inside the greatest integer sign is positive. The 
estimate (14) gives (2) for s = 1 and already (for a proper choice of s) leads 
to an improvement of the lower bound (8) [and therefore of the Elias bound 
(7)] for anyp  (0 < p < 1/4)and p (p* < p ~< 1/2). On the other hand, the 
transformation i dicated above allows us to use the methods of Levenshtein 
(1971) to obtain sufficiently good upper estimates of the corresponding 
h-sums and, in fact, to prove that for any positive integers s and w 
(w* ~ w ~ n/2) 
" 
t=o ~(n - ~) ) 
< 2 + n~/2 m(n, 2u, r) ( tn )2~-1 
Cw C~_~ 1 v:(n - w) Cn ~ 2 t t 
u~t<w(n-w) /n
holds for r = [un/(n -- w)]. With the help of this recurrence relation it is 
proved here that the function I(p, p) has to increase in a well-defined way 
(if it is not too large) and that to obtain further improvements of the lower 
bound (8) one can use the method of successive approximations. Table 2 of 
this paper compares (7) with the new lower bound for I(p). 
The results of this paper were presented at the Third International 
Information Theory Symposium (Tallinn, June 1973). 
2. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE ~V~AXIMUM CARDINALITY 
OF A CONSTANT-WEIGHT CODE 
We will construct a transformation of an arbitrary 2u-code {V~, i=l,..., m} C 
Bu n into the Euclidean unit sphere S~ = {X • (xi,... , x~): X ~ E n, ~n= i xi ~ = 1}. 
Let y(v) be any real-valued function defined on v ----- 0 and v = 1. For any 
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V = (% ,..., v~) e B ~ we set 7(V) = (y(%),..., r(%~)). It is clear that y maps 
acode{Vi , i=  1 .... ,m}_CBw ~intoS  n if and only if 
+ - = 1. (15)  
Moreover, D(9"(VO, 9"(Vj)) = (d(V~, Vs)(9'(1)-  9"(0))~) *n, where D@(Vi), 
9'(V~-)) is the Euclidean distance between the vectors 9'(V¢) and 9"(Vj). I t  is 
natural to use a transformation 9' for which the images of vectors of a 2u-code 
will be as far apart from each other as possible. Obviously, the desired y 
maximizes (9 , (1) -  9'(0)) ~ while satisfying (15). One can show" by simple 
calculations that this happens when 7(0)= ±(w/ (n(n -  w)))l/2, y (1 )= 
F:((n -- w)/(nw)) 1/2, in which case (7(1) - -  9'(0)) 2 = n/(w(n -- w)). 
In what follows, we will denote by 9' that transformation for which 
9'(0) = (w/(n(n - -  w)))l/~ and 9'(1) - -  - - f in  - -  w)/(nw))I/'. Let us note that 
for any V c B~ ~ the vector 9'(V) has w coordinates equal to - -((n - -  w)/(nw))l/2 
and n - -  w equal to (w/(n(n -- w)))l/2, and that for any Vi ~ B~ ~* and V~ e B J  ~ 
we have 2 
D(9"(V~), 9'(Vj)) = (d(V¢, Vj)n/(w(n -- w)))*/2, (16) 
(9'(Vi), 9'(V;)) = I - -  a(V~, V~)n/(2w(n -- w)). (17) 
To obtain an upper estimate of re(n, 2u, w) we will estimate from below and 
above the sum 
7 (9'(v,), (18) 
Z,3 
for any 2u-code {Vi ,  i = 1,..., m} in Bw ~. Clearly the bound (11) is valid for 
(18), since 9'(Vi)e S~, i = 1 .... , m. However, as was remarked above, the 
vectors y(Vi) not only belong to Sn but also posses the additional property 
that each of them has w coordinates equal to - -((n - -  w)/(nw))l/~ and (n - -  w) 
equal to (w/(n(n -- w))) l& Thus there arises the problem of improving (11) 
for a set of vectors from S~ which satisfies this additional property. This 
problem was posed and considered by the author, but the most general and 
elegant solution was obtained by V. M. Sidelnikov (1974), who proved the 
following. 
2 Inequality (12) follows, in fact, from (16), although it was originally obtained by 
V. M. Sidelnikov from a different ransformation. 
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LEMMA 1. For any set {Vi, i = 1,..., m} C Bw n and any h = 0, 1,..., 
LE(r(r,),~,(r;)),, >mS C 'C' (1 
m i,~" Cnw ~=o w n-w 
tn )~. 
w(n - w) (19) 
Lemma 1 shows, in fact, that (18) can be bounded below by the product of 
the number of elements m and the mathematical expectation of 0'(V), 7(U)) ~, 
where V and U are two independent random variables, distributed uniformly 
on Bw'L 
Let us note that 
and that (17) with odd h implies 
(20) 
LEMMA 2. For any 2u-code {Vi , i = 1 .... , m} C Bw n and any s = 1, 2 .... 
l i~m.. @(Vi), V(Va))z*-I~ (m-  1)(1 w(ff  n- w))~s-1 
Lemma 1, Eq. (20), and Lemma 2 imply 
THEOREM 1. For any h = 2s -- 1, where s = 1, 2,..., 
[;0 " ' 1 
(, -(, . _  ) 
re(n, 2u, W) 
tn ~ (1 un ~ ' 
(21) 
provided the denominator inside the greatest integer sign is positive. 
It can be verified that 
~C,Ct  (1 tn )  
,=o ~ ~'~-~ w(n - w) = O, 
and so for s = 1 the estimate (21) gives (2). For s = 2 the inequality (21) 
takes the form 
(I w(n - w) I 
m(n, 2u, w)~ (n _ 2w) 2 - - (1 un )a 
w(n -- w)(n --  1)(n -- 2) w(n ~ w) 
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Let us note that, generally speaking, (21) is not valid for even h. In fact, in case 
h = 2 it would contradict he inequality re(n, (n -- n*/Z)/2, (n -- n~/2)/2) 
n(n -- 2)/2 which follows for n = 22~ (l = 2, 3,...) from the construction of 
Kerdock codes (Kerdock, 1972). 
To obtain an estimate for h = 2s one can take into account he fact that the 
(2s -- 1) sum of any set (and, in particular, of {7(V~), i = 1,..., m, V i ~ Bw~}) 
is nonnegative, and so 
I__ ~ (y(VO, v(Vj))2 * ~ 2 + I_ ~ (7(V~), 7(V~)Z*-~(1 + (7(V~), y(V~))). 
m <5 m i~J" 
Therefore, using the inequality I(7(V.z), y(Vj))l ~< 1, we find that 
(22) 
~ (7(Vi), 7(Vj)) ~s 42  (1 + 1 i~ + (y(V~), y(Va)2s-1), 
where Y~+ denotes the sum of the positive summands of ~.  
Lemma l, (23), and Lemma 2 imply 
(23) 
THEOREM 1'. 
m(n, 2u, w) 
CC~(1- - (1 - -  w(n__wyl  ] 
For any positive integers and w (w* ~ w ~ n/2) 
] un .~2s-1 
w(n - w) / 
provided the denominator inside the greatest integer sign is positive. 
Some strengthening of Theorem 1' can be obtained by applying Lemma 2 
twice to (22), but recently this author obtained even better estimates for h even 
and not too large. 
Theorems 1 and 1' and (1) imply 
COROLLARY. 
m(n, 2u) ~ w 
For any positive integers  and w 
un )2s-1) 
2~(1- - (1  w(n -- w) 
Y,, C~C~_~ (1 
t=O ~v(n - w)  - C .~ 1 - w(n - w) 
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provided the denominator on the right side is positive, and 
un )~s-,) 
2"(1 - - (1  w(n --  w) 
m(n, 2U) < 
1~ C tC t [! tn 2s (1 un ' 
2t=O w n-w ~ ~ w(n --  w) ) - -  Cn" W(n ~W))  2s-1 
provided the denominator on the right side is positive and w* ~ w <~ n/2. 
It follows from the results of Section 4 that i fu/n --~ p, where 0 < p < 1/4, 
then for a proper choice of s and w these inequalities are better than (4) by a 
factor which grows exponentially in n. 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN MAXIMAL CARDINALITIES 
OF CODES IN VARIOUS SUBSETS 
For any set ~ C B '~, m~3(n, 2u) will denote the maximal cardinality of a 
2u-code in ~. For any vector Ve  B' ,  {V q-~3} will denote the set of all 
vectors V q- U, where U e ~3. 
LEMMA 3. Let 9I, fS, and ~ be any subsets of B ~. Then 
m~t(n, 2u) min [{V + ~3} n ~ I ~< [ ~ I m~(n, 2u). 
V~gl 
Pro@ Let 9l be a maximal 2u-code in 9[. Since for any vector U ~ ~, 
the set of{U + 9l} is also a 2u-code, we obtain 
m~(n, 2u) min]{V +~3}n~l  ~< ~ I{V+~}R~[  
Ve~I Vegl 
= ~ J{u+~t}n~l  ~< J~!m~(n, 2u). 
Ue62 
When 9.1 = ~ = B' ,  Lemma 3 implies 
COROLLARY 1. For any subset ~3 C B ~ we have 
1~31 2" (24) 
m~3(n, 2u) re(n, 2u) " 
This corollary shows that to obtain sufficiently good lower bounds for the 
redundancy of a maximal 2u-code in B ~ one should find a subset ~3 in which 
a maximal 2u-code has large redundancy. If  ~3 = B~', then (24) gives us (1). 
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The two additional corollaries which are deduced below show, roughly 
speaking, that the larger a set, the larger the redundancy of its maximal 2u- 
code. To  prove these corollaries we will use Lemma A-2, which is proved in 
the Appendix. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  W ~ V ~ n --  w, then 
C~ w C~ ~ 
nl/~ (25) 
re(n, 2u, w) re(n, 2u, v) " 
Proof. We will use Lemma 3 with 9~ = B~ ~, 23 = Bw ~ and ~ = B~_j, 
where j = j (n ,  v, w) is chosen according to Lemma A-2. Noting that 
[ B~n_j [ = C~ -j  and that for any V ~ B J  ~ 
i{V + BO} n B '< • I ~: C(~+~)/2C (~-j)/~ V--3 , v n - -v  , 
we obtain from Lemma 3 the inequality 
re(n, 2u, v) C~w+J)/2C(~_~J )/~~ C~-Jm(n, 2u, w). (26) 
Further, since for the chosenj 
C~-~ 
C(w+j)/-TvCTC(w-j~/2 ~ n~/~ C~ ~ Cn w 
v ~- -v  
is satisfied by Lemma A-2, we obtain (25) from (26). 
Let B~.a~,% be the set of those vectors in B n among whose first w coordinates 
there are a~ l 's and among whose last n --  w coordinates there are a~ l's.. 
The cardinality of a maximal 2u-code in B~.a.a ~ will be denoted by re(n, 2u, w, 
a 1 , a2). Obviously 
m(n, 2u, w, a~ , a2) ~ re(n, 2u, a~ @ @). (27) 
COROLLARY 3. I f  b t ~ al ~ w --  b 1 and b e ~ az ~ n --  w --  b.2, then 
a 1 a2 c2cLo ,, CwC . . . .  
m(n, 2u, w, b,,  b.,) ~< 2 re(n, 2u, w, a~, a2) " (28) 
Proof. We apply Lemma 3 with 9/ = B;~,,v%, 23 = B~,q,~=, and 
-- B~.a,_jv%_h, where ]1 = j(w, a, , bt) and ].a -~ ](n -- w, az , be) are 
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chosen according to Lemma A-2. Noting that ] B~.a~_h,%_j2 I = Cawl -q lca~-~ ~ 
and that for any V ~ Bn ~va ~ 
B n • . C (bl+J'l)/2C (bl-]t) 12C (02+]2) 12C(b2-]2) 12 [{V -t- Bn b l ,b ,}  ('~ w,a l _ , l ,a2_ ,2  I = a I w_a  1 a2 n -w-a  e , 
we obtain from Lemma 3 the inequality 
re(n, 2u, w, a a , a2) C(h+h)/2C%-h)/~C(~+h)/~C %-~p/2 
a 1 w--a 1 a 2 n--w--a 2 
m(n, 2u, w, bl , bz) C~-hC:~-~ 2 . (29) 
Since the parameters ]'1 and je are chosen according to Lemma A-2, 
and 
C;1- J l  al C~b~+J~-J~)/2 ~ wl/~ C~ 
a I w--a 1 Cbll w 
ca'2 
Clb~+J2)/2C(b2-J ) 12 
a 2 ~--w--a 2
a2 
C~-w <~ (n - w)~/~  , 
and thus (29) gives us (28). 
LEMMA 4. For any s = 1, 2,..., and any 2u-code { Vi, i = 1 ..... m} C_ BO,  
w* <~ w <~ n/2, 
2 y? (r(v0, ~(v;))2,-1 
m i~aj 
( ,. n3/z m(n, 2u, r) ~. C~'C~_w 1 w(n --  w) 
~< 2 Cn" u<~<w(n-w)/~ 
holds with r = [un/(n - -  w)]. 
Pro@ We will denote by ~i(t) the set of those Vj for which d(Vi ,  Vj) = 
2t. Let us note that if the set ~i(t) consists of vectors Vj1 ..... V~,  then, in the 
first place, each of the vectors Vi + V~,, I = 1 ..... k has t l 's among those w 
coordinates in which V~ has l 's and t l 's among the remaining coordinates, 
and secondly that d(V~ + Vjz, Vi 4- gjq) = d(Vj ,  g]q) >/2u for l v a q. 
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Therefore I ~3~(t)l ~ re(n, 2u, w, t, t) for i = l .... , m. 
we obtain 
i~j !~t i=1 u<<t<~w(n--w)/n Vje93i(t) 
2 m(n, 2u, w , t , t ) (1  
u<~t<w(n-w)/n 
Utilizing this fact, 
tn ~2s--i 
w(n - w)-I 
tn )2s--1 
w(n - -  go)  " 
(30) 
Let us next verify that for u <~ t <~ w(n -- w)/n the conditions of Corollary 3 
to Lemma 3 are satisfied with b 1 = [uw/(n--w)],  b 2 = u, a 1 ~ a~. = t. 
In fact, t >/u >~ [uw/(n -- w)], since w <. n/2. Also t <~ w(n -- w)/n 
w --  [uw/(n -- w)], since w(n -- w) -- un >/0 for w* ~ w <~ hi2. Further- 
more, t />u  and t <~w(n- -w) /n~n- -w- -u  since w <~n/2 and 
(n - -w)  2 -un~w(n-w) -un>/O.Thusb  l~<a l~w-bt ,b  2~<a~.~< 
n-  w-  bz and the hypotheses of Corollary 3 to Lemma 3 are satisfied. 
But that corollary implies 
re(n, 2u, w, t, t) ~ n re(n, 2u, w, [uw/(n --  w)], u) 
C tC ~ 2 C[~/~-~)]C ~
Now for any t (u ~ t <~ w(n -- w)/n) we have 
re(n, 2u, w, t, t) ~ ½n3/2m(n, 2u, r) C~C~_w/C~ ,
since by (27) re(n, 2u, w, [uw/(n --  w)], u) ~ m(n, 2u, r), where 
~l /2t~r-u(Tu ," = [uw/ (n - -w) ]  + U = [un/(n - -  w)] and C~ ~<..  ~w ~n-~° 
by Lemma A-2. Together with (30) this completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 1, (23), and Lemma 4 imply 
THEOREM 2. For any positive integers s and w, w* ~ w ~ n/2, if 
r = [ .n / (n  - -  ~) ] ,  then 
,n(n, i (1 tn 2. 
Cn~ u<t<w(n-wI/n 
The above relation will enable us in the next section to strengthen the 
asymptotic results which follow from Lemmas | and 1'. 
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4. LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE REDUNDANCY OF 
BINARY ERROR-CORRECTING CODES 
LEMMA 5. The function I(p, p) is non-decreasing in p (p* <~ p <~ 1/2) 
and I(p) == I(p, 1/2). 
Proof. Corollary 2 to Lemma 3 implies that I(p, p) does not decrease in p 
for p ~< 1/2, and Corollary 1 to Lemma 3 implies that I(p) >/I(p, 1/2). 
Since m(n, 2u) >~ m(n, 2u, [n/Z]) and Cr~/~j >~ 2n/(4n)l/2 (in proving the last 
inequality it is convenient to first prove by induction that C~/~ >/2n/(2n)l/~ 
for even n), we have 
C[~/2I 1 2 n ~b 
m(n, 2u, In/2]) 2n 1/a re(n, 2u) 
and, therefore, I(p, 1/2) >/ I (p) ,  which completes the proof. 
Lemma 5 shows that an improvement of the lower bound (8) for I(p, p) for 
some p (p* < p ~< 1/2) leads immediately to an improvement of the Elias 
bound (7) for I(p). 
To obtain the new bounds for I(p, P) in the region a 0 < p < 1/4, p* 
,p ~ 1/2, which follow from Theorems 1, 1', and 2, we will consider sequences 
of positive integers un, w~, and h~ such that 
u~/n ~ p, ~v~/n ~ p, 
(31) 
h./n --+ ~p(z, p) as n -+ 0% 
where z (0 ~< z ~< p(1 --  p)) is a certain real parameter (the reason for its 
choice will become clear later), and 
~(., p) = (p(1  - p) - x )  ln (1  + (p (1  - p) - . ) / .2 ) ,  
One easily checks that 
O~x<~p. 
Oi°(x'P) -- ( In(1 q- p (1 - -p ) - -x  ) 
~x x ~ / 
(p(1 - -  p) - -  x)(2p(l - -  p) - -  x) )'~' + 
and therefore for 0 ~ x ~ p(1 --  p) the function ¢(x, p) decreases in x 
Since for p = 0 and p = ~ the upper and lower bounds in (7) and (8) coincide, 
these cases are excluded from consideration. 
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f rom oo to O, and for p(1 - -  p) ~< x ~ p increases f rom 0 to oo (see Fig. 1). 
By the same token, for any given z (0 < z ~< p(1 - -  p)) one can put  sn -~ 
]he(Z, p)/2[ (as wil l  be done f rom now on) and the condit ions (31) will then be 
satisfied for h,~ ---- 2sn and h,~ = 2s,~ - -  1. Let  us also note that for any z 
(0 ~< z ~< p(1 - -  p)) there exists a unique 5 such that p(1 - -  p) ~ ~ ~< p and 
¢(~, p) == ¢(z, p). Since for A(z)  = p(l  - -  p) - -  z and A(£,) = £" - -  p(1 - -  p) 
the equat ion ¢(z, p) = ¢(~, p) implies that 
a(z) 
in (1 + (p(1 -- 
= A(,~)ln (1 + (p (1 -  p) -- A(.~))2A(z)(~)(1-- - 4p(1 - -p ) ) ) '  
and y ln(1 + y/(o(1 - -  p) - -  y)2) increases iny  for 0 ~< y ~ p(1 - -  p), we see 
that p(1 - -  p) - -  z >~ 5 - -  p(1 - -  p), and equality is possible only for p = 1/2 
orz  =p(1- -p )  =~.  
FIc. 1. 
i 
~a(x/:) I 
" - . .~ .  r:-::._~p" !. ! _ 
q ~  
i * ". l i  "..I" 
"~1~ ~1.: 
Graphs of ¢(x, p) and v(z, x, p) for fixed p and z(0 < p < ½, 0 < z < p(1 - p)). 
Knowledge of the asymptot ic behavior of 
tnr/ hn 
under  the condit ions (31) and with the addit ional restriction t . /n  -~  x, where 
643 [z8/4-z 
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0 ~ x ~ p, is necessary for an asymptotic investigation of Theorems 1, 1', 
and 2. Relation (A.2) implies that 
lira ~ log I Ct" Ct" (1 ~ ~ W~ ~--W~ 
where 
~(~, ~, P) = oH + (1 --  o) H ~ + ~(~, P) log 1 
Since 
Or(z, x, p) log 2 e 
- (~(~, P) -~(~,o) ) ,  ~x p(1 - -p )  -x  
tn n )hn I ~.(~_~. )  = ~(z, x,p), 
X 
p(l --p) " 
in each of the intervals 0 ~ x ~ p(1 --  p), p(1 --  p) ~ x ~ p the function 
v(z, x, p) initially increases in x and then decreases, achieving its maximum 
in the first case for x ---- z and in the second for x ---- ~ (see Fig. 1). Since the 
number of summands of the form (32) does not exceed n, this immediately 
implies that 
lira 1 Iog C t C t (I tn )nn 
E w n n--wn Wn(n __ Wn ) = V(Z, Z, p), 
lira 1 log ~ t ~ ( - C~C . . . .  1 
n~ n 
w~(n-w~)  In<~<~w n 
t/it .) hn 
~.(~ - ~. )  [ = .(~, ~, p), 
and for z ~ p (here p ~ p(l - -  p) because of the condition p* ~ p ~ 1/2) 
,im!log ( .~  n ~.<~<~.("-~.,'/~ C~C._~.  1 w.(n -- w~) = .(z, p, p). (33) 
Let us note that v(z, z, p)>/v(z ,  ~, p) and equality is possible only for 
p = 1/2 or z = p(l - -  p). This follows from the fact, which can be easily 
verified, that in the indicated cases equality does hold, while in the remaining 
cases v(z, z, p) --  v(z, ~, p) decreases in z (0 ~ z --  p(1 - -  p)) from ov to 0, since 
its derivative with respect to z equals (~¢(z, p)/~z) log((p(1 - p) - z)/(~ - p(1 - p))) 
and so is negative. Therefore for h~ ~ 2s~ (and also for ha ---- 2s~ --  1 when 
p 4:1[2 and z 4: p(l - -  p ) )  
l im l logZ ~ ~ ( tn =v(z ,z ,p ) .  (34) 
- C~C._~.  1 w . (n  - -  w . )  
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The choice of the parameter z is motivated by the fact that it maximizes 
those summands in (32) for which t~/n --+ z. Let us also note that 
_ log h 
~z ~z \ p(1 p) ] 
~(z,  x,p) _ ~o(z,p) log l l  x_ I 
~z ~z I p(1 p) I 
and, therefore, that v(z, z, p) increases with z (0 ~ z < p(1 -- p)) from 0 
to H(p), and v(z, x, p) increases in the first argument. 
Let us set/5 - p/(1 -- p) (the dependence of/5 on p will not be shown 
explicitly to simplify the notation). Since p* = (1 --  (1 --  4p)1/~)/2 is a root 
of p(1 --  p) - -  p = 0, we have p(1 --  p) > p forp* ~ p ~ 1/2 and, therefore, 
p* ~/5  ~ p. In addition, equality is possible only for p = p*. 
The following theorem shows that I (p, p) has to increase by a definite 
amount under the transformation from/5 to p, provided only that I(p,/5) is 
not too large. 
THEOaEM 3. I f  I(p,/5) >/ u(Z, p, p) and z ~ p, then I(p, p) ~ v(z, z, p). 
Proof. For z = 0 the theorem is obvious, since v(0, 0, p) = 0. If  z > 0, 
let us define s~ ~ ]n¢(z, p)/2[ and consider any integer sequences un and 
w~ (w* ~ w~ ~ hi2) which satisfy the conditions (31). For rn = [u,n/(n -- w~)] 
we find from the definition of I (p ,  p) and the first condition of the theorem that 
1 m(n, C:" li___~ log 2-uu~, r.) ~ I(p,/5) ~ v(z, p, p), 
and from the second condition (z ~ p) of the theorem we obtain (33), since 
1-~ 1_ log re(n, 2u~ , r.) 
n-*o~ n C~n 
C~C¢;(1 tn )2Sn--1 
× ~ ~ . . . .  ° w . (n  - ~)  ~< 0. (35) 
u~ <~ t<wn(n--w,~) /n 
Applying Theorem 2 with u -~ u . ,  w -~ w. ,  and s ~- s. and using (34) and 
(35), we obtain 
lira 1 log C~" 
~ n m(n, 2u~,  ~)  ~> ~(~' ~' P)' 
which proves the theorem. 
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Theorem 3 allows us to use the method of successive approximations to
improve the lower bound of (8), and therefore also the Elias bound (7). As the 
basic approximation one can take the lower bound of (8). In fact, it can be 
verified that v(p, p, p*) ~ H(p*) and ~v(p, p, p)/~p Io=o* = log(l - -  p*)/p*. 
Hence for any p (0 <p < 1/4) we have v(p ,p ,p )> H(p*)  in a certain 
neighborhood of p = p*. Since v(z,p, p) increases with the first argument 
for any p, there exists a z in that neighborhood such that z < p and v(z, p, p) = 
H(p*). But then I(p, ~) ~ H(p*) = v(z, p, p) and, by Theorem 3, I(p, p) >/ 
v(z, z, p) > H(p*). However, it turns out that better results are attainable 
if in the basic approximation one uses another lower bound, which follows 
from Theorems 1 and 1'. 
To obtain such a bound let us consider the function 
4,(*, p, p) = 4 - ,  *, P) - H(p) - -  ~(~, p) log0  - p/ (p (1  - p))) .  
Since 4J(0,p, p) = 0% 4J(p, p, p) = pH(p/p) + (1 - -  p)H(p/(1 -- p)) -- H(O ) ~ 0 
and ~b(z, p, p)/~z =- ~9(z, p)/~z log(p(1 -- p) -- z)/(p(1 -- p) --  p), then 
~b(z, p, p) = 0 considered as an equation in z has in the region 0 < z ~ p 
a unique solution, which we denote by zo(p, p). Let us note that Zo(p, p) = p 
holds only for p = p*. 
THEOaEM 4. I(p, p) >~ Io( p, p) = U(Zo( p, p), Zo( p, p), p). 
Proof. For any z such that 0 < z < Zo(p, p), let us set s,~ = ]n$(z, p)/2[ 
and consider any integer sequences u~ and w~ for which the conditions (31) 
are satisfied. By Theorem 1' with u = u~, w = w, ,  and s = s~, 
m(n, 2u,~ , w~) 
1 ~'~ ( tn )zs, C* C t 1 
~=0 
Unn _) 2sn-1" 
- C~" (1 w~(n - w.) 
I t  follows from (A.2) that 
(36) 
l im 1 log CnW,, (1 _ un n ]~s,-I ( p )  n-~o~ n wn(n -- wn)l = H(p) + q~(z, p) log 1 p(1 - -  p~i " 
(37) 
Since z < Zo(p, p) and the function ~b(z, p, p) decreases in z for z < p, we 
have ~b(z, p, p) 3> 0 and, therefore, 
v(z, z, p) > H(O) + 9(z, p) log(1 - -  p/(p(1 -- p))). (38) 
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It now follows from (36), (34), (32), and (38) that 
~n 
l ira 1 log C~ 
n~o~ n re(n, 2U~ , w,~) >~ v(z, z, p). (39) 
Since (39) holds for an arbitrary z, 0 < z < zo(p, p) and v(z, z, ?) is a 
continuous increasing funct ion of z, we find that 
l im 1 log C~" 
which proves the theorem. 
The  derivative of Io(p, p) with respect o p is too unwieldy to present here, 
but  it is important  o note that for p = p* it equals log((1 --p*)/p*), the 
same as the derivative of the upper bound (8). Therefore for 0 < p < 1/4 
the funct ion Io(p, p) increases with O in a certain neighborhood of p = p*, 
and then (as was shown by further investigation) begins to decrease. By 
Lemma 5, the lower bound Io(p, p) can be replaced by the monotone bound 
lo'(p , p) = max~,<~,<pI0(p, p') which improves on the former outside the 
indicated neighborhood. Table 1 presents a comparison of Io(p, p) and 
Io'(p , p) with the bounds (8) for p = 0.24. 
In  order to further improve the bound Io(p, p) = V(Zo(p, p), Zo(p, p), p), 
we will consider sequences of functions zi+i(p, p), i =- 1, 2,..., where each 
Zi+l(p, p) is defined as the max imum of zi(p, p) and the root z (0 ~< z 
p(I - -  p)) of 
v(z, p, p) = v(z,(p, ~), z,(p, ~), ~). (40) 
The  equation (40) has a un ique solution ~in the range 0 < p < 1/4, p* ~< p ~< 
1/2. Since zi+l(p, p) >/z i (p ,  p), the functions zi(p,  p) converge, as i---~ co, 
to a certain l imit  function, which we will denote by z(p,  p). 
THEOREM 5. I f  z (p,  p) <~ p, then 
I(p, p) >~ i~(p, p) = ~(z(p, p), z(p, p), p). 
~In fact, in this range ~5 = p/ (1 -  p)<~ min(1/2, p/p, 1--p/p),  and therefore 
H(/5) < pH(p/p) + (1 -- p)H(p/(1 -- p)). Hence for any z', 0 < z' < i5(1 -- /5) we 
have v(z', z', ~) ~ H(~) < pH(p/p) + (1 -- p) H(p/(I  -- p)). But then there exists a 
unique z (0 < z ~< p(1 -- O)) such that (v(z', z',/5) -- pH(p/p) -- (1 -- p) H(p/(1 - p)))/ 
log(1 -- p/(p(1 -- p)) = ¢(z, p), since the left side is nonnegative. The last equation 
is equivalent to (40) for z' = zi(P, P) provided p -/= p*. When p = p*, Eq. (40) has 
the unique solution z = p, since in this ease t5 = p and zi(p, ~) ~ p for all i. 
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TABLE 1 
Bounds for the Minimal Redundancy I (p,  p) and Maximal Rate of Transmission 
R(p,  p) ~ H(p) -- I (p,  p) of Binary Constant-Weight Codes withp = 0.24 (p* = 0.4) 
PU(P/P) 
p H(p*)  Io(p, p) Io'(P, p) Iv(p ,  p) + (1 -- p) H(p] l  -- p) 
0.40 0.97095 0.97095 0.97095 0.97095 0.97095 
0.41 0.97095 0.97533 0.97533 0.97533 0.97646 
0.42 0.07095 0.97785 0.97785 0.97785 0.98130 
0.43 0.97095 0.97924 0.97924 0.97924 0.98550 
0.44 0.97095 0.97993 0.97993 0.97993 0.98910 
0.45 0.97095 0.98019 0.98019 0.98038 0.99211 
0.46 0.97095 0.98019 0.98019 0.98081 0.99455 
0.47 0.97095 0.98008 0.98019 0.98128 0.99644 
0.48 0.97095 0.97993 0.98019 0.98163 0.99778 
0.49 0.97095 0.97983 0.98019 0.98207 0.99858 
0.50 0.97095 0.97979 0.98019 0.98236 0.99885 
H(p) H(p) H(p) u (p )  ~(p)  - p~(/ , /p)  
p - H(p* )  - -  to(p, p) - Io '(p,  p) - -  1~(p, p) - -  ( I  - -  p) H( I , / ( I  - -  p)) 
0.40 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.41 0.00555 0.00117 0.00117 0.00117 0.00004 
0.42 0.01050 0.00361 0.00361 0.00361 0.00016 
0.43 0.01486 0.00657 0.00657 0.00657 0.00031 
0.44 0.01864 0.00965 0.00965 0.00965 0.00049 
0.45 0.02182 0.01259 0.01259 0.01240 0.00066 
0.46 0.02443 0.01519 0.01519 0.01457 0.00082 
0.47 0.02645 0.01733 0.01722 0.01612 0.00096 
0.48 0.02789 0.01891 0.01865 0.01721 0.00107 
0.49 0.02876 0.01988 0.01952 0.0•764 0.00113 
0.50 0.02905 0.02021 0.01981 0.01764 0.00115 
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Proof. If z(p,p) <~p, then &(p,p) <~p for any i=0,1  .... We wili 
show by induction that 
I (p,  p) >~ v(z,(p, p), .~(p, p), i = o, 1 ..... (41) 
For i = 0 the assertion (41) coincides with Theorem 4. Assuming that (41) 
holds for i = k, we will prove that inequality for i = k + 1. If zi+l(P, p) = 
zi(p, p), this result follows from the induction hypothesis. If zi+l(P, p) =/= 
z~(p, p), then zi+l(p, p) satisfies (40) and therefore 
I (p, ,~) > ,.(.~(p, ~), ~,(/,, ,a), ,a) = ,.(~,+~(p, ), p, p). 
In  this case (41) with i = k + 1 follows from Theorem 3. Hence (41) is 
proved. Since v(z, z, p) is a continuous increasing function of p, the theorem 
follows from (41). 
Investigation has shown that for p which are close to 1/4, the function 
TABLE 2 
Bounds for the Minimal Redundancy ofBinary Codes Which Correct p • n Errors 
(n = Length of Code) 
New ~New 
Elias lower Gilbert Elias lower Gilbert 
bound bound bound bound bound bound 
p H(p*) (42) H(2p) p H(p*) (42) H(2p) 
0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.13 0.619 0 .623  0.827 
0.01 0.081 0.081 0.141 0.14 0.654 0 .658  0.855 
0.02 0.144 0.144 0.242 0.15 0 .688  0 .693  0.881 
0.03 0.199 0.199 0.327 0.16 0.722 0.728 0.904 
0.04 0.250 0 .251  0.402 0.17 0 .755  0.762 0.925 
0.05 0 .298  0.299 0.469 0.18 0.787 0.795 0.943 
0.06 0.344 0.345 0.529 0.19 0.819 0.828 0.958 
0.07 0.387 0.388 0.584 0.20 0.850 0.860 0.971 
0.08 0.429 0.430 0.634 0.21 0.881 0.893 0.981 
0.09 0.469 0 .471  0.680 0.22 0.912 0.924 0.990 
0.10 0.508 0.510 0.722 0.23 0 .941  0.955 0.995 
0.11 0.546 0.549 0.760 0.24 0 .971  0.982 0.999 
0.12 0 .583  0.586 0.795 0.25 1 .000  1 .000  1.000 
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Ion(p, p) = v(z(p, p), z(p,  p), p) increases with p, while z(p,  p) ~ p is 
satisfied for all p (p* ~ p ~< 1/2). For a fixedp, by Lemma 5 Ioo(p, p) can be 
replaced by the monotone function 
Ion'(p, p) = • max I®(p, p'). 
Lemma 5 and Theorem 5 imply 
COROLLARY. 
I (p )  ~ max v z(p,  p), z(p,  p), p). 
~*<t,~l/2,z(~,o)<~ ( (42) 
Table 2 presents numerical values of the known bounds (7) and the new 
bound (42). There is an improvement ofthe Elias bound for allp, 0 <p < 1/4, 
but it quickly tends to 0 as p -+ 0. 
I regard it as a pleasant debt to express gratitude to V. M. Sidelnikov for 
long and steady collaboration. 
APPENDIX  
SOME RELATIONS FOR BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
For the function n[ = I • 2 "-" n of n (n --  1, 2,...) it is known that 
(2rr)l/2n(n/e)nel/(12n+l) < n! < (27r)l12n(n/e)ne 11(1~). (A.1) 
It follows from (A.1) that for Cn ~ ~ nl/k!(n --  k)! with k = 1, 2,..., n --  1 
we have 
n xl/~' 
C~k = ( 27rk(n - -  k ) )  2'm(~/"'O(n' k), (A.2) 
where H(p)  ~- - -p  logp --  (1 --  p) log(1 --  p) and O(n, k) satisfies 
1 > O(n, k) > exp{--n/(12k(n --  k))}. 
Let u, v, w be nonnegative integers. 
LEMMA A-1. I f  2w ~ n, 2u ~ n - -  w and r = [un/(n - -  w)], then 
~l/2Cr-upu C~ ~ ~. .  ~ ~_~.  
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Proof.  The assertion of the lemma can easily be verified directly if u ~ 1 
or w ~< 3. Therefore in estimating the ratio 
C ~/((~'-~C~ ~ (A.3) 
we will assume that u >/2, w >~ 4 and so also u ~ 8. I f  r - u ~ ruw/(n - w)] = o, 
then uw ~ n -- w --  1 and the ratio in (A.3) can be bounded from above as 
follows: 
n(n  - -  1)  -'- (n  - -  u + 1) 
(n - -  w) (n - -  w - -  1) "'" (n - -  w- -  u -+- 1) 
exp{uw/(n  - -  w - -  u + 1)} ~< exp{uw/ (uw - -  u -}- 2)}. 
Utilizing the inequality 
e" ~< ((1 + z)/(1 - -  z))l/2, valid for 0 ~< z < 1, (A.4) 
we find that exp{uw/ (uw- -u+2)}  <~ e(uw/ (uw- -2u+4) l /~  (uw)l l  ~ <nt l  ~. 
In  considering the basic case r -  u /> 1, let us put x = un - [un / (n -  w)](n- w). 
S incer - -  u >/ 1, it is clear that0  ~<x ~<n- -  w , r  =(un- -x ) / (n - -w) ,  
r - -  u = (uw - -  x)/(n - -  w) and x <~ nw/2.  With the help of (A.2) the ratio 
(A.3) can be estimated from above by 
[ ( r  - -  /,g)(w - - f  + u)u(n  - -  W - -  . )  ~1/2 
) 
W ~/ - -W 
I +u) +  u))l 
where 
= - -~H (. uw - ~ .~  - x 
w(. - ) - ( " -  ( ) + . .  (°(. ). 
The function f (x )  and the function 
(.(~ - u ) (~ - r + ~))~/~ a (u~ - -  ~) (w(~ - -  w - -  . )  + x )  
g(x)  log r~- - - ) )  = ~ log (un - - ~  - -  w - - -u) -+ x )  
have the following expansions: 
~ ~ (~ - ~) ( (~ - w - ~)~ - ( - - )9  
f (x) = ( log  e) ~ "-" i ( i  -~  1) u iw in i (n  - -  W - -  U) i ' 
i=1 
g(x)  ---- log n --  (log e) ~ ~ ~fn  - -~  ~--u~- 
i=1 
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Since x ~ n --  w, a comparison of these expansions shows that 
~(. - w) ( .  - w) 
f (x )  -{- g(x) ~ log Wn @ wn(n- -  w ~ u) log e ~ log Wn @ 2 wn log e. 
Let us also note that 2(u(n - w - u)l/2e(n-~)/(*~(~-~ u)) ~ (n - w) el~ (3(n-w)) 
(n - -  w) " e 2/t~n), w/((r - -  u)(w - -  r + u)) <~ wl(w - -  1) <~ 413 and therefore 
(A.3) does not exceed 
(mr)l/2/2(w(n - -  w)/n2) 1/2 exp{2(3n -- 2~o)/(3wn) + 1/9}. 
Since (Tr/8)*/zd/15 ~< 1, to prove the lemma it remains to verify that q(w) = 
2(w(n --  w)/n2) 1/2 exp{2(3n -- 2w)/(3wn)} ~ e 16/45. In the region 4 <~ w ~ n/2 
the function q(w) has a local maximum at w = 4 and q(4) ~< e 16/~5, as can be 
verified with the help of (A.4). Another local maximum is possible only for 
w >~ n/2 --  4 when n >/24, but then it does not exceed 
exp{8(n + 4)/(3n(n - -  8))} ~< eT/a6. 
This proves the lemma. 
Let us note that if n--~ co, u/n- - , .p ,  
p <~ 1/2, then we have 
and w/n -+ p, where p ~< 1/4, 
cl2rrn~*/2Cr-'C" where c = (pp(1 - -  p - -  p)/(1 - -  p))1/2 ~< 1/4. Cn ~' \ J W n--W 
LEMMA A-2. I f  w <~ v <~ n - -  w, then there exists an integer j = j(n, v, w) 
(possibly negative) such that 
w-- j~0(mod2) ,  O<~ w+j<~2v,  O<~ w- - j<~2(n- -v )  (A.5) 
and 
C~-~ 
C ~" 
Proof. To prove the lemma it is necessary to bound from above 
C~ C~ 
n--q) ~ w n -w 
for some j satisfying (A.5). Let us first prove the lemma for v ~ n/2. Let 
u = [(v - -  w)(n - -  w)/(n - -  2w)]. Then v ~ n/2 implies that 2u ~ n --  w. 
It is also clear that v - -w  =]u(n - -2w) / (n - -w) [  =2u- - r ,  where 
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r = [un/(n - -  w)]. Set j (n ,  v, w) == w - -  2(r - -  u). It is easy to check that 
j = - j (n ,  v, w) satisfies (A.5) and that also v - - j  = r, (w - - j ) /2  = r - -  u, 
v - -  (w + j ) /2  = u, so that Lemma A-2 reduces to Lemma A.1. If v > n/2  
it suffices to setj(n, v, w) - - - j (n ,  n - -  v, w) and note that the condition and 
the claim of Lemma A-2 are invariant under simultaneous replacement of v 
by n --  v and of j  by --j. 
RECEIVED: December 1974 
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